Fun Facts on Bridges
The straight scoop on the Central 70 Project

24 Total bridges from Brighton Boulevard to Chambers Road

20 Total bridges to be constructed

4 Bridges along the Project were recently rebuilt through other projects

One of the new bridges is the 4-acre park located between Brighton and Colorado boulevards which includes both Columbine and Clayton streets

200k Vehicles a day will travel over I-70 bridges

6 Railroad crossings, five of which are new bridges

2 Additional connections will be added across I-70 between Brighton and Colorado blvds.

6 Structurally deficient bridges to be replaced as part of the Project

The viaduct, between Brighton and Colorado boulevards, was the last of the top 30 structurally deficient bridges in Colorado to be replaced

Fun Facts on Bridges

Bridges along the Project were recently rebuilt through other projects:

- 20 bridges to be constructed
- 4 bridges recently rebuilt

- One of the new bridges is a 4-acre park located between Brighton and Colorado boulevards.
- The viaduct between Brighton and Colorado boulevards was the last of the top 30 structurally deficient bridges in Colorado to be replaced.
- Additional connections will be added across I-70 between Brighton and Colorado blvds.

By the numbers:

- Roadway bridges: 18
  - 9 new
  - 9 replaced
- Railroad bridges: 2
- Bridges to be built: 20
- Total bridges replaced: 10
  - 9 roadway
  - 1 railroad
- Total bridges newly built: 10
  - 9 roadway
  - 1 railroad

Three types of bridges on the Project:

- Roadway
- Railroad
- Park

Web: c70.codot.gov
Hotline: 833-C70-INFO
Text Central70 to 77948